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Motivation

• σp-p  beyond the lhc 

• constrain the high energy 
models prediction of  
hadronic interaction σp-air 
in the atmosphere.
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Experimental methods
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σp-air  from the extensive air shower 
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Convolution Method
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26 Moyal Distribution

26.1 Introduction

The Moyal distribution is given by
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for real values of z. A scale shift and a scale factor is introduced by making the standardized
variable z = (x� µ)/� and hence the distribution in the variable x is given by

g(x) =
1

�
f
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x� µ

�

◆

Without loss of generality we treat the Moyal distribution in its simpler form, f(z), in this
document. Properties for g(x) are easily obtained from these results which is sometimes
indicated.

The Moyal distribution is a universal form for

(a) the energy loss by ionization for a fast charged particle and

(b) the number of ion pairs produced in this process.

It was proposed by J. E. Moyal [35] as a good approximation to the Landau distribution.
It was also shown that it remains valid taking into account quantum resonance e↵ects and
details of atomic structure of the absorber.

Figure 18: The Moyal distribution

The distribution, shown in figure 18, has a mode at z = 0 and is positively skewed.
This implies that the mode of the x�distribution, g(x), is equal to the parameter µ.
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Extract lambda from the 
Xmax distribution
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• Xmax distribution is 
convolution of  X1 and 
Landau like distribution 

• Get lambda by 
deconvolution 

• Advantage: fit to the 
whole Xmax 
distribution. 



Convolution Method
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• Disadvantage: 
Highly dependent 
on the mean Xmax 
value —>Highly 
model dependence. 



Modified cross section 
Method
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• Modifying the energy 
dependence cross 
section of  the p-air and 
the hadronic cross 
sections in the shower 

• Modifying multiplicity, 
elasticity, pion to charge 
ratio. 

E: Shower energy 
    f19: factor by which 

show is modified at 1019eV



K factor Method
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• Beam of  N protons will be 
attenuated by                  
dN/dX = -N/λ  

λ: proton mean free path  
λ=mpair/σpair  

  = 14.45×mp/σpair 



K-Factor Method
• Using deeply penetrating 

particles. the tail of  the 
Xmax distribution  

• Attenuation length in 
proportion to the 
propagation length. 

!

!

• Determine the inelastic 
proton-sir cross section 
!

or any other indirect observation technique. This makes
it impossible to measure a distribution of the first in-
teraction slant depth, X1, and, thus, the p–air inelastic
cross-section directly. Figure 1 shows a Monte Carlo sim-
ulated X1 distribution for protons at 1018.5 eV.
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FIG. 1: Monte Carlo simulated depth of the first interaction
distribution.

After the first interaction, the number of secondary
particles continues to grow as more energy of the primary
particle is dumped into the air. At some depth, ioniza-
tion losses start to exceed bremsstrahlung and the num-
ber of secondary particles starts to decline. This depth
is called the depth of the shower maximum, Xmax. A
significant part of the air shower profile can be observed
by an air fluoresce detector, making the air fluorescence
observation technique the best for the measurement of
the primary particle energy and Xmax. These measure-
ments can also be used to deconvolute the p–air inelastic
cross-section.

The Fly’s Eye air fluorescence experiment published
result is the p-air inelastic cross-section at 1017.6 using
the Xmax distribution, (see Figure 2), [1].

The assumption in this analysis was that the distribu-
tion of the point of first interaction propagates into the
Xmax distribution, manifesting itself in the slope of the
Xmax distribution tail. The tail of the Xmax distribution
is then approximated by an exponent, e−

x
Λ . The index

Λ is proportional to the proton interaction length in the
air:

Λ = kλp−air . (1)

The coefficient k is found from the Monte Carlo simula-
tions assuming a hadronic interaction model.

Ground array experiments have made cross-section
measurements at six energy bins from 1016.3 to 1017.5

eV, [2] and at 1015.3 eV [3]. These experiments mea-
sured the proton mean free path in the atmosphere from
the frequency attenuation rate at different zenith angles

FIG. 2: Fly’s Eye Xmax distribution [1].

for the selected showers in the narrow energy range [3].
The cross-section value is obtained from equation 1.

Figure 3 shows the published p-air inelastic cross-
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FIG. 3: Cross-section measurements and theoretical predic-
tions.

section measurements at ultra-high energy together with
the extrapolation of theoretical models. Since these mea-
surements rely on the theoretical models for the k–factor,
there is a significant correlation between the experimen-
tal data and theoretical predictions. Indeed, the models
changed significantly since the measurements were pub-
lished. Using the newer models for the Monte Carlo sim-
ulations one will obtain new values for the coefficient k
and, thus, for the cross-sections. This brings the exper-
imental data into a better agreement with the theory
[4], but demonstrates that these measurements strongly
depend on the theoretical assumptions. Figures 3 (old
k–factor) and 22 (new k–factor) illustrate the model de-
pendance. The measurement technique proposed in this
work significantly reduces this dependance, making the
CR measurements more trustworthy.

Extending the frontiers: Reconciling accelerator and cosmic ray p-p cross sections

M. M. Block
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60208
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We simultaneously fit a QCD-inspired parametrization of all accelerator data on forward proton-proton and
antiproton-proton scattering amplitudes, together with cosmic ray data !using Glauber theory", to predict
proton-air and proton-proton cross sections at energies near !s#30 TeV. The p-air cosmic ray measurements
provide a strong constraint on the inclusive particle production cross section, as well as greatly reducing the
errors on the fit parameters—in turn, greatly reducing the errors in the high-energy proton-proton and proton-
air cross section predictions.

PACS number!s": 13.85.Lg, 13.85.Tp

The energy range of cosmic ray experiments covers not
only the energy of the CERN Large Hadron Collider !LHC",
but extends beyond it. Cosmic ray experiments can measure
the penetration in the atmosphere of these very high-energy
protons—however, extracting proton-proton cross sections
from cosmic ray observations is far from straightforward $1%.
By a variety of experimental techniques, cosmic ray experi-
ments map the atmospheric depth at which cosmic ray initi-
ated showers develop. The measured quantity is the shower
attenuation length (&m), which is not only sensitive to the
interaction length of the protons in the atmosphere ('p-air) ,
with

&m!k'p-air!k
14.5mp

(p-air
inel , !1"

but also depends critically on the proton inelasticity and the
properties of the pion interactions, which determines the rate
at which the energy of the primary proton is dissipated into
electromagnetic shower energy observed in the experiment.
The latter effect is taken into account in Eq. !1" by the pa-
rameter k; mp is the proton mass and (p-air

inel the inelastic
proton-air cross section. The departure of k from unity de-
pends on the inclusive particle production cross section in
nucleon and meson interactions on the light nuclear target of
the atmosphere and its energy dependence.
The extraction of the pp cross section from the cosmic

ray data is a two stage process. First, one calculates the p-air
total cross section from the inelastic cross section inferred in
Eq. !1", where

(p-air
inel !(p-air"(p-air

el "(p-air
q"el. !2"

Next, the Glauber method $2% transforms the value of (p-air
inel

into a proton-proton total cross section (pp ; all the neces-
sary steps are calculable in the theory, but depend sensitively
on a knowledge of B, the slope of d(pp

el /dt , the pp differen-
tial elastic scattering cross section, where

B!! ddt " ln d(pp
el

dt # $
t!0
. !3"

In Eq. !2" the cross section for particle production is supple-
mented with (p-air

el and (p-air
q"el, the elastic and quasielastic

cross section, respectively, as calculated by the Glauber
theory, to obtain the total cross section (p-air . We show in
Fig. 1 plots of B as a function of (pp , for five curves of
different values of (p-air

inel . This summarizes the reduction
procedure from the measured quantity &m $of Eq. !1"% to (pp
$1%. Also plotted in Fig. 1 is a curve !dashed" of B vs (pp
which will be discussed later. Two significant drawbacks of
this extraction method are that one needs the following.

!1" A model of proton-air interactions to complete the
loop between the measured attenuation length &m and the
cross section (p-air

inel , i.e., the value of k in Eq. !1".
!2" A simultaneous relation between B and (pp at very

high energies—well above the region currently accessed by
accelerators.

A proposal to minimize the impact of theory on these needs
is the topic of this paper.
We have constructed a QCD-inspired parametrization of

the forward proton-proton and proton-antiproton scattering
amplitudes $3% which is analytic, unitary and fits all accelera-
tor data $4% of ( tot , B, and ) , the ratio of the real-to-
imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude; see Fig.
2. In addition, the high energy cosmic ray data of Fly’s Eye
$5% and Akeno Giant Air Shower Array !AGASA" $6% experi-
ments are also simultaneously used, i.e., k from Eq. !1" is
also a fitted quantity—we refer to this fit as a global fit $7%.
We emphasize that in the global fit, all four quantities ( tot ,
B, ) , and k, are simultaneously fitted. Because our param-
etrization is both unitary and analytic, its high-energy predic-
tions are effectively model independent, if you require that
the proton is asymptotically a black disk. Using vector me-
son dominance and the additive quark models, we find fur-

PHYSICAL REVIEW D, VOLUME 62, 077501

0556-2821/2000/62!7"/077501!4"/$15.00 ©2000 The American Physical Society62 077501-1
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exp(-Xmax/Λ)



k value 
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• Determined from high energy 
shower models.  

• Simulate 10000 events for each 
0.1 step in Log10E(eV) [Conex*] 

• Calculate the attenuation length 
from the slope of  the Xmax 
distribution decrement  

• determine the interaction length 
λpair  from the model first point 
of  the pair interaction slant 
depth X1. 

• *

* T. Bergmann et al., Astropart.Phys. 26, 420 (2007) 

QGSJETII.4
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K value development 
and this work 
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!

• Fly’s Eye K value 1.6 
(theoretical model) 

• by 2001(Pryke) K from the 
full model simulations~7%* 

• Models evolving and LHC 
data  

• K model dependence 3%

Weekly model dependence 
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Experimental Results
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The Auger Detector

• Malargue, Argentina  

• 1660 water Cherenkov stations 
[3000 km2]  

• four Fluorescence Detectors  

• 39360 hybrid events  

• 2004-2012 

• Energy Range 1017.8-1018-1018.5  eV

���16Auger Collaboration PRL 104,091101 (2010) 



Data selection

• Quality cuts. Fiducial selection. 

• Tight cuts to remove acceptance, reconstructed biases. 

• compare simulation at generator level  

• Xmax resolution of  < 25 g/cm2,   E above EeV

���17Auger Collaboration PRL 104,091101 (2010) 



Attenuation Length
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conversion of  Λ to σp-airinel using 
modified cross section method

Auger Collaboration ICRC2015 



Systematic 
uncertainties
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Auger Collaboration ICRC2015 



Proton-Air cross 
section
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Auger Collaboration ICRC2015 



The Telescope Array 
Detector
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Data Collection
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• Delta, Utah  

• 507 scintillation surface detector 
[700 km2]  

• three Fluorescence Detectors  

• 439 hybrid events 1 fluoresce 
detector and surface detector array   

• 2008-2013 

• Energy Range 1018.3-1019.3  eV



Data Selection

• Pattern recognition cuts.   

• compare to simulation including detector 
and reconstruction effect.    

• Xmax resolution of  ~ 23 g/cm2,   E 
above EeV.

*R. Abbasi et al., Astropart.Phys. 64, 49 (2014), ���23



Attenuation Length
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conversion of  Λ to σp-airinel using 
the k-factor method
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R. Abbasi et al., PRD 92 032007 (2015)
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Systematics 
Uncertainties
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Largest Systematics Uncertainties: 
Unknown contamination



Composition from 
Average Shower <Xmax>
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TA/AUGER COMPOSITION 
WORKING GROUP
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!
!
The Average Xmax of  the two observatories are in good agreement.  

ICRC2015, arXiv:1503.07540



P-Air cross section 
Systematics summary

σp-airinel = 567.0±70.5[Stat.] (+25,-29)[Sys.] mb
���29

• Model dependence (±17 mb) 

• Attenuation length 

• Energy dependence bias in the Xmax 
distribution (Negligible) 

• Detector Bias(Negligible):  

• Helium contamination(10,20,50)% 
(-9,-18,-42)mb 

• Gamma(<1%) 23mb.

R. Abbasi et al., PRD 92 032007 (2015)



Conversion to Proton-
Proton cross section
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P-Air cross section 
Proton-Proton cross section
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• Glauber Formalism* 
• nuclear geometry 
• multiple interactions 
• opacity profile of  

nucleons 
• …. 

!
• Block, Halzen, and 

Stanev. **   

*R. Glauber and G. Matthiae, Nucl.Phys. B21, 135 (1970) 
**M. Block and F. Halzen, Phys.Rev. D72, 036006 (2005). 

** Block, Phys.Rev. D84, 091501 (2011). 

Unitarity

���31** PHYSICAL REVIEW D 76, 111503(R) (2007). 



P-Air cross section 
Proton-Proton cross section 

at CME 97 TeV
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���32R. Abbasi et al., PRD 92 032007 (2015)



Conclusion and outlook

!

• Continuously further improved experimental 
results on the  σp-airinel  measurement from cosmic 
ray detectors EUHECR >> ELHC. 

• Latest updates:  

• Auger ICRC 2015 

• TA  R. Abbasi et al., PRD 92 032007 (2015) 

• Future measurements with the full TA detector. 
���33



Thank You!
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Backup slides
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TA/AUGER COMPOSITION 
WORKING GROUP

���36ICRC2015



TA Comparison of Xmax 
distribution qgsjetii3
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Block Halzen and 
Stanev

** PHYSICAL REVIEW D 76, 111503(R) (2007). 
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K value dependence
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Decrement of the slope 
systematics

Λ = 50.47±6.26[stat.] g/cm2

• Data divided in halves based 
on: 

• Zenith angle 

• Distance of  Shower (Rp) 

• Energy of  events

Attenuation lengths are consistent 
within the statistical fluctuations.

Energy (eV) Λ [g/cm2]

E > 1018.63 55.7±10.1

E < 1018.63 45.5±7.7 ���40
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Decrement of the slope 
systematics

Λ = 50.47±6.26[stat.] g/cm2

• Data divided in halves based 
on: 

• Zenith angle 

• Distance of  Shower 
(Rp) 

• Energy of  events

Attenuation lengths are consistent 
within the statistical fluctuations.���41



σp-airinel = 567.0±70.5[Stat.] mb

P-Air cross section

Model K
QGSJETII.4 1.15±0.01
QGSJET01 1.22±0.01

SIBYLL 1.18±0.01
EPOS-LHC 1.19±0.01

Model σp-airinel  [mb]
QGSJETII.4 550.3±68.5
QGSJET01 583.7±72.6

SIBYLL 564.6±70.2
EPOS-LHC 569.4±70.8

���42



P-Air cross section 
Systematics 

• Energy dependence 
bias in the Xmax 
distribution 
(Negligible): Shift 
Xmax by elongation 
rate. 

• Detector 
Bias(Negligible): 
Event detection, 
reconstruction, cuts.  
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